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OpenStructures has been featured in prominent 
design magazines such as Wired, Domus, 
Icon and Damn, quoted in pivotal  publ icat ions 
such as ‘Open Design Now’,  ‘Hel lo World’ , 
‘#Al lesIstDesign’ and ‘Beaut i fu l  users’ .  I t  has 
been exposed at establ ished venues such as at 
the Istanbul  Design Biennial ,  the Vitra Design 
Museum, Arc-en-rève in Bordeaux, MAK Vienna 
and the Walker Art  Center.

Meanwhi le OpenStructures is being adopted 
and implemented as a new design methodology 
within several   exper imental  projects,  such as 
the Open Design School Matera and Atel ier  Luma 
of the Luma Foundat ion in Ar les.

OpenStructures was extensively featured by 
the Vitra Design Museum in an exhibit ion and 
publ icat ion on 100 years of   Bauhaus ent i t led 
‘#Al les ist  Design’ as wel l  as in their  recent 
compendium, ‘  The Furniture At las’ .

OpenStructures was supported by the IusStart 
Project of  Cathol ic Universi ty Leuven and 
has been a Circular Economy laureate by the 
Brussels Capital  Region ( twice in 2017 and 19) 
and the Flemish Community (Vlaanderen Circulair 
2019).  I t  has been ci ted and/ or researched in 
many Master- and PHD projects.
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Lille Metropole 2020 World Design Capital; 
temporary exhibition structure at Maison POC Économie Circulaire 

Open Design School Matera (it), 
furniture, during Matera European cultural city 

Ideas Cities festival Detroit, Arles (fr), Athens gr), 
temporary sleeping pods for the festival 

The New Museum NYC (us), 
temporary conference infrastructure for Ideas Cities festival NYC 

Design museum London (uk), 
design institution, design commission for an exhibition 

Zuiderzeemuseum Enkhuizen (nl), permanent educational installation 

Vooruit, center for performing arts Gent (be); 
interior for an open atelier for socio-
artistic production 

Arcus Luxembourg 
furniture for an educational center 
   

Other institutions a.o.: 
Adidas makerlab, Herzogenaurach / Arc en Reve, Bordeaux / Boijmans-Van 
Beuningen, Rotterdam / DDW Eindhoven / De Brakke Grond, Amsterdam / Design 
museum, London / Droog Design, Amsterdam / FabLab Barcelona / Het Nieuwe 
Instituut, Rotterdam / IKEA museum, Almhult / IKSV, Istanbul / Ideas City Festival 
/ Luma Foundation, Arles / Le Grand Hornu, Mons / MAK, Vienna / Marta Herford / 
Offprint Library / Onomatopee, Eindhoven / Stroom, Den Haag / The New Museum, 
NYC / Timelab, Gent / Vitra Design museum, Weil am Rhein / Vlaams Bouwmeester 
/ Vooruit, Gent / WBDM - Wallonie Bruxelles Design Mode / Walker Art Center, 
Minneapolis / Z33, Hasselt 

Academic partners a.o.:
KASK School of Arts, Gent (be) / KISD, Cologne (de) / Open Design School Matera (it) 
/The Design Academy,Eindhoven (nl), ZHDK, Zurich (ch)
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Article in ‘Future Kind of social  design’ 
by Robert Phi l ips 

OpenStructures has been featured in Futurekind: Design by and for the People, a 
compendium of over sixty design projects enabled by new technologies that reveal 
how innovative, socially and environmentally conscious designs allow us to change 
the world for the better.

Published by Thames & Hudson in May 2019 
© image by Thames & Hudson

Publication is available here

Article in DEMO magazine #3
by Joana Lazarova

Joana Lazarova Interviewed Thomas Lommée and Christiane Högner, founders of 
OpenStructures, on #Post-Bauhaus, #Autonomous Design, #Sharing Economy and 
the #Role of Designer for Chinese ’Demo Magazine’, a biannual pan-design review 
journal.

Edited by Yi Xu, photography by Julien Lanoo, translation by Alicia Lee
Published in 2020
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Cover & featured in Design objects and the museum  
by Liz Farel ly

OpenStructures was featured in an article by Jana Scholze in Design Objects and 
the Museum. It also provided the cover of the publication that brings together 
leading design historians, curators, educators and archivists to consider the place 
of contemporary design objects within museums. Contributors draw on a wide range 
of 20th century and contemporary examples from international museums to consider 
how design objects have been curated and displayed within and beyond the museum. 
The book continues contemporary global debates on the ways in which museums of 
design engage and educate their public.

Published by Bloomsbury Academic in May 2019 

Publication is available here

Article & essay in Home Futures  
by Eszter Steierhoffer and Justin McGuirk

The ‘home of the future’ has long intrigued designers and popular culture alike. 
Whether it was the dream of the fully mechanised home or the notion that technology 
might liberate us from home altogether, the domestic realm was a site of endless 
invention and speculation. But what happened to those visions? Are today’s smart 
homes the future that architects and designers once predicted, or has our idea of 
home proved resistant to real change?

Alongside the work of leading voices in the field, such as Atelier Van Lieshout , Dunne 
& Rab, Yona Friedman, Buckminster Fuller, Hans Hollein, Haus-Rucker-Co, Mark 
Leckey, Enzo Mari, Gaetano Pesce, Ettore Sottsass, Superstudio or Andrea Zittel, 
OpenStructures is featured within the exhibitions’ catalogue and has contributed an 
original essay about the role of open connectors.

Published by The Design Museum London in November 2018

Publication is available here

https://www.thamesandhudsonusa.com/books/futurekind-design-by-and-for-the-people-hardcover
https://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/design-objects-and-the-museum-9781472577238/
https://designmuseumshop.com/collections/home-futures/products/home-futures-living-in-yesterday-s-tomorrow
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PIO Magazin #5 for ’The Dynamic Archive’ conference
by Lennart Klein

Issue #05 of Pio Magazine has been dedicated to OpenStructures under the name 
‘Esperanto Objects’. Co-published by the University of the Arts Bremen in the 
framework of the ‘Dynamic Archive conference’, it situates OpenStructures amongst 
other related modular systems and describes the dynamic archive it generates. 
Pio Magazine is a publication series edited and published by Lennart Klein in co-
authorship with international actors that researches and challenges the actuality, 
relevance and validity of open design cultures. 

(co-published by) University of the Arts Bremen in may 2018

Publication is available here

Refererence in The Doughnut Economy 
By Kate Raworth

Published by Random House business books in 2017

Article in Design Unfolds  
by Sarah Owens / Zhdk

A lecture of OpenStructures at a symposium organised by Zurich University of the 
Arts was included into the publication Design Unfolds: Contemporary Creative 
Strategies from Appropriation to Collaboration. It compiled different voices and new 
creative strategies such as creative copying, appropriation, remixing and sampling or 
other forms of open design. 

Published by Zurich University of the Arts / ZHDK in January 2017

Publication is available here

Feature in Constel lat ion.s  
by Michel Jacques / Arc en Rève

Constellation.s published to accompany and extend the exhibition at Bordeaux’s 
centre for architecture ‘Arc en Rêve’, brings together perspectives from the social 
sciences, philosophy, architecture and economics to examine how cities are being re-
organized to prepare for the challenges of the future. OpenStructures is featured as a 
collaborative process on how to respond to built-in obsolescence.

Published by Actes Sud & Arc en rêve in October 2017

Publication is available here

https://pio-magazin.de
https://www.zhdk.ch
https://www.actes-sud.fr/node/61107
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Article in Facing Value  
by Francien Van Westernen & Maaike Lauwaert 

The publication ‘Facing Value. Radical perspectives from the arts’ aims to rethink 
the scope and language of the current value system. It presents nine alternatives to 
regain personal power, find inspiration, shape a better environment, share energy and 
creativity, and build on a vital and just society. With an anthology of texts by a variety 
of contributors, the authors propose to place values such as hesitation, care, and 
giving at centre stage, in order to reclaim value from the logic of capital. Next to the 
architecture of Yona Friedman, John Habraken and Elemental, OpenStructures have 
been featured as an example how to welcome and invite participation. 

Published by Valiz publisher in January 2017

Publication is available here

Interview in Sasa J.Mächtig,  Systems, Structures, Strategies  
by Maja Vardjan / MAO 

According to prominent Slovenian architect Saša J. Mächtig urban space should be 
furnished with open systems of flexible structures to create active areas that facilitate 
daily rituals, exchange of information and the participation of all. OpenStructures 
is featured within a publication that reflects Mächtig’s systemic thought, 
interdisciplinary work, concept designs and end products, such as his Kiosk K67, 
while showcasing the process of creation, extensive research, testing in public space 
and marketing campaigns.  
 
Published by MAO - Museum of Architecture and Design in January 2016 

Article in Rethinking the modular  
by Meltzer Burkhard Tido Von Oppeln /  USM Haller

Released as part of USM’s fiftieth-anniversary celebration of its iconic furniture 
design, Rethinking the Modular examines the role of unit-based systems in the 
wider context of architecture and design. It combines previously published writings, 
specially commissioned essays from thinkers and innovators and interviews with 
leading figures in the design world, such as OpenStructures. The publication reveals 
the many possibilities created by balancing structure with flexibility, and seek to 
redefine the place of modularity in modern design history. 

Published by USM Haller & Thames & Hudson in May 2016

Publication is available here

Featured in #AllesIstDesign  
by Jolanthe Kugler /  Vitra Design museum

The Bauhaus was one of the 20th century’s most influential cultural movements, 
yet at the same time it is regarded as the epitome of the Modernist design cliché: 
geometric, industrial, minimalistic. The publication »The Bauhaus #itsalldesign« 
disproves this cliché and takes a new, up-to-date look at the design of the Bauhaus.

The book offers the very first comprehensive overview of the extended concept of 
design which was initiated at the Bauhaus showing the great interest of Bauhaus 
designers in social interconnections, experiments and processes. Alongside rare 
exhibits from design, architecture, art, fi lm, and photography, the book documents 
the development processes as well as the socio-political concepts behind the 
Bauhaus. To underline their relevance for today’s creative practise, these ideas are 
contrasted to current themes in design such as the digital revolution, and the works 
of numerous present-day artists and designers. Among others, Olaf Nicolai, Adrian 
Sauer, Wilfried Kühn and Joseph Grima created artistic works on the topic especially 
for the exhibition and the publication.

Published by Vitra design museum in January 2015
© image by Thames & Hudson

Publication is available here

https://www.valiz.nl/publicaties/facing-value.html
https://thamesandhudson.com/rethinking-the-modular-9780500292358#gallery
http://www.shop.design-museum.de/en/Publications/The-Bauhaus-itsalldesign.html


Featured in Beautiful  users, designing for people  
by EllenLupton, Thomas Carpentier and Tiffany Lambert / Cooper Hewitt museum

In the mid-twentieth century, Henry Dreyfuss—widely considered the father of 
industrial design—pioneered a user-centered approach to design that focuses on 
studying people’s behaviors and attitudes as a key first step in developing successful 
products. In the intervening years, user-centered design has expanded to undertake 
the needs of differently abled users and global populations as well as the design of 
complex systems and services. Beautiful Users explores the changing relationship 
between designers and users and considers a range of design methodologies and 
practices, from user research to hacking, open source, and the maker culture.

published by cooper-Hewitt museum in November 2014

Publication is available here
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Featured in Hello World  
by Al ice Rawsthorn

And yet with Instagram and Pinterest at our fingers and great design more available―
and more affordable―than ever, we’ve had no guidebook to this ever-fascinating field. 
Though it’s an inescapable part of our lives, there has been no single book that could, 
in one fell swoop, tell us everything we need to know about design. Enter Hello World. 
The design critic for the International Heard Tribune, Alice Rawsthorn has spent many 
years reckoning with the history of design and with its place in contemporary life, and 
Hello World is the extraordinary summation of her research and reporting. Rawsthorn 
takes us on a trip through design that ranges across continents and centuries, and 
wherever she goes, she discovers inspiring, thril l ing examples of resourcefulness, 
inventiveness, and sheer vision. From the macabre symbol with which eighteenth-
century pirates terrorized their victims into surrender, to one woman’s quest for 
the best prosthetic legs, to the evolution of the World Cup soccer ball, Hello World 
describes how warlords, scientists, farmers, hackers, activists, and professional 
designers have used the complex, often elusive process of design to different ends 
throughout history. Hailed as a “rapid-fire and il luminating ode to contemporary 
design” (Telegraph) and “an extremely readable tour of the subject” (Financial Times), 
Hello World is a major work that radically broadens our understanding of what design 
can mean, and explains how we can use it to make sense of our ever-changing 
universe.
 
Published by Hamish Hamilton in February 2014 

featured in Social  design Arts as urban innovation  
by Anton Falkeis /  die Angewandte

Social Design is a term with a wide range of meanings: from Whole System Design, 
Regenerative Design, Sustainable Design and Service Design to Green Urbanism and 
Urban Metabolism. All of these design concepts are driven by the desire to reduce 
the human impact on our planet. Above all, these concepts share the motivation for 
taking responsibility, as well as taking position. 
«Social Design : Public Action» enlarges this definition by introducing a series of 
practices, tactics and speculations presented by international experts in the field. 
The book reviews the contributions to the Social Design : Public Action international 
symposium held at the University of Applied Arts Vienna in 2013, questioning the 
transformational power of new forms of the social, political and cultural within the 
urban realm. It aims at connecting artistic research and scientific knowledge with 
hands-on spatial production, interweaving the discourse into the very fabric of 
society. 

Published by Anton Falkeis and Lukas Feireiss in September 2013

Publication is available here

https://www.cooperhewitt.org/publications/beautiful-users/
https://www.amazon.de/Social-Design-Public-Innovation-Angewandte/dp/3990436740
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Featured in The New York Times  
by Al ice Rawthorn 

Alice Rawsthorn reported on OpenStructures, Unfold and Jesse Howard in the The 
New York Times. 
 
Published by The New York Times in February 2013 

Feature in Do it ,  The compendium  
by  Hans Ulr ich Obrist

Thomas Lommée contributed an instruction based on OpenStructures to Hans Ulrich 
Obrist’s ongoing curatorial experiment: Do It: The compendium. This anthology 
collects 250 «scores»―written instructions for the production of an artwork―from 
more than 60 artists invited to participate in the 50 iterations of the globally traveling 
«do it» exhibition to date.

Published by Independent Curators International in January 2013 

Publication is available here

Featured in Open design now 

Openstructures featured in the book ‘Open Design Now’. A book on why design 
cannot remain Exclusive. 

Published by BIS publishers in June 2011

Cover and visual essay for Damn magazine #36 

Published in January 2013

Article in Domus 948 

Openstructures featured in Domus 948
Published in June 2011

Publication is available here

A MAGAZINE ON CONTEMPORARY CULTURE

EUR 12 € UK 11 £ 
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JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2013

Thomas Lommée / Rosemarie Trockel / Peter Zumthor / Tom Dixon
PearsonLloyd / Cyprien Gaillard / Alfredo Jaar / Jasper Morrison
Touching Ground: Floor and Wallcoverings

Open Source Design   XS 

1
Il Roomba è un robot 
completamente automatico 
con interfaccia seriale 
incompatibile con standard 
Pc/Mac. Consente all’utente di 
monitorare i sensori Roomba e 
modificarne il comportamento. 
Programmatori ed esperti 
di robot hanno in molti casi 
contribuito al miglioramento 
del prodotto

Cucina modulare OS, progetto 
di Thomas Lommée, Jo Van 
Bostraeten, Michou Nanon De 
Bruijn, Christiane Hoegner, 
Lucas Maassen, Unfold
• OS kitchen, design by 
Thomas Lommée, Jo Van 
Bostraeten, Michou Nanon De 
Bruijn, Christiane Hoegner, 
Lucas Maassen, Unfold

•

photo Kristof Vrancken for Z33

Un Esperanto 
per gli oggetti
The Esperanto 
of objects

Un nuovo vocabolario

88

domus 948 June 2011

89

Progetto • Design
Intrastructures /
Thomas Lommée

Testo • Text
Thomas Lommée

Il progetto OS (OpenStructures) messo a punto da Thomas Lommée 
esplora la possibilità di un modello di costruzione modulare dove 
ciascuno disegna per gli altri sulla base di una griglia modulare 
condivisa. Una sorta di Meccano® collaborativo in cui gli oggetti 
parlano un linguaggio comune
• The OS (OpenStructures) project initiated by Thomas Lommée 
explores the possibility of a modular construction system in which 
everyone designs for everyone on the basis of a shared geometrical 
grid. A collaborative Meccano® in which objects speak a universal 
language

Nel corso degli ultimi vent’anni abbiamo assistito 
alla nascita di un’economia di rete incentivata 
dall’interconnessione dei suoi partecipanti. Sia le 
aziende, sia i consumatori, sono favoriti dall’accesso 
potenziale a un’infrastruttura della comunicazione 
attrezzata alla condivisione e allo scambio. Questo 
cambiamento sta profondamente modificando il 
nostro modello creativo, produttivo e di consumo.
Fonti e flussi informativi decentralizzati hanno 
alterato interessi, ambizioni e obiettivi del pubblico 
stimolando un atteggiamento critico e pro-attivo. 
Piuttosto che recepire acriticamente gli elaborati 
messaggi pubblicitari confezionati su misura dai 
professionisti del settore, i consumatori hanno la 

possibilità di informarsi, prendere ispirazione e 
apprendere gli uni dagli altri attraverso contenuti 
autoprodotti – utilizzando Twitter, Youtube e blog 
con cui comunicare capacità, conoscenze e idee. Il 
meccanismo del passaparola globale del web però, 
non ha dato solo il via a un dialogo tra consumatori, 
ma ha anche favorito la comunicazione tra 
consumatori e produttori. Questo dialogo 
emergente genera nuovi sorprendenti modelli 
di business che tendono a ridefinire le pratiche 
artistiche contemporanee.
In primo luogo consente al consumatore di 
partecipare ai processi di progetto a vari livelli. 
I blog facilitano l’analisi e la valutazione del 
prodotto e l’accesso alle istruzioni online stimola 
il consumatore a personalizzare, adattare, riparare 
o piratare i prodotti. Inoltre, i produttori ricevono 
oggi enormi quantità di feedback sui loro prodotti 
osservando milioni di piccoli movimenti online 

e di conseguenza sono in grado di rispondere alle 
osservazioni nelle successive versioni del prodotto. 
Alcuni di questi produttori coinvolgono addirittura 
attivamente l’utente nel processo creativo 
chiedendogli di progettare nuove applicazioni 
(come accade, per esempio, per l’App store di Apple) 
o proporre nuovi usi dei loro prodotti (come nel 
modello di aspirapolvere Roomba Hoover¹).
La conseguenza di questo scambio è che l’utente 
è ora in grado di sviluppare una relazione di tipo 
diverso, più attiva, col prodotto. Oggi, infatti, 
il consumatore pro-attivo non giudica più un 
oggetto in base a quello che è, ma ne immagina 
l’evoluzione. Gli oggetti stessi rivestono sempre 
più il ruolo di puzzle dinamici, versioni di 
prodotti in costante miglioramento piuttosto che 
connotarsi quali rigidi monoliti. Sia i produttori, 
sia i consumatori arricchiscono l’intero ecosistema 

del prodotto nutrendolo con nuovi plug-in, update 
e add-on software e hardware. Il passaggio da 
prodotto a processo consente di adattare il primo 
nel tempo in base alle necessità e ai gusti personali.
Da questo dialogo creativo emerge lentamente la 
necessità di un linguaggio progettuale comune, 
una specie di vocabolario condiviso della 
progettazione con regole proprie, caratteristiche e 
risultati specifici. Questo vocabolario manifesta 
la propria presenza attraverso regole condivise 
riguardo al dimensionamento, all’assemblaggio e al 
ciclo di vita dei materiali di ogni singolo oggetto.
Questi accordi faciliteranno i processi di 
progettazione collaborativa e ottimizzeranno 
l’interazione degli utenti. Linee guida dimensionali, 
grazie alla standardizzazione, incrementeranno la 
compatibilità dei prodotti interagenti. Il progetto 
per il disassemblaggio, attraverso la chiarezza 

—
L’ecosistema OS  

si conforma al modello  
di Wikipedia, dove persone 

diverse contribuiscono  
a un disegno comune  
ma con componenti 

fisiche
—

della costruzione e l’uso di tecniche di smontaggio 
finalizzate al riuso, faciliterà l’adattamento e la 
riparazione. E infine una maggiore chiarezza nella 
certificazione dei materiali migliorerà il processo di 
raccolta e riciclo.
L’idea di introdurre una serie di standard aperti non 
è nuova. Ogni volta che si è profilata una necessità 
di condivisione, questi sono emersi come le risorse 
in grado di generare modelli di scambio flessibili 
e resilienti. Internet, per esempio, è interamente 
basata sul codice html, un linguaggio solitamente 
usato per i documenti ipertestuali, gratuito e 
comune, che consente a chiunque di creare e 
condividere pagine web. Wikipedia non è altro che 
un documento (template) standard comune che può 
essere completato, duplicato, condiviso ed editato in 
continuazione. 
È possibile identificare chiaramente l’uso di 

https://curatorsintl.org/shop/do_it_the_compendium
https://www.domusweb.it/en/design/2011/06/28/open-source-design-05-the-esperanto-of-objects.html
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Featured in Viewpoint magazine

Published in spring 2011

Featured in Wired magazine UK  
by Tim Abrahams

Published in January 2012

Article in Frieze magazine  
by Emily King

Published by Frieze magazine in October 2012


